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The Client Conversation: How To Book 

A New Client Even When You Don’t 
Accept Their Insurance 

 
First and foremost… 
 
As sad is it sounds… too many therapists will open this 
document, read it, and then put it aside, saying… 
 
“I’ll do it later” 
 
But the reality is…  the only way this will help you… is if you 
(drumroll)....... 
 
Actually USE it! 
 
As in - right away - in your very next conversation with a 
potential client…  
 
Seriously -- The faster you start implementing this… the faster 
you’ll see results from it… 
 
Like Natasha: 
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And Stacey: 

 
 
… And so many others who are now filling their books with 
private pay clients! 
 
Ok… 
 
Now that we got that out of the way… let’s get started…  
 
I call this the “Counselor Selling Strategy” (CSS) 
 
Now - before you cringe at the word “selling” let me show you 
what this means, and how different it is than 99% of peoples’ 
definition of the word…  
 
I get it - when you think of “selling”, you think of the greasy 
haired used car salesman in a cheap suit... 
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And as hilarious as it might sound -  
 
I discovered this method that would later wind up becoming the 
Counselor Selling Strategy... while working at a job where I 
was…  
 
Selling trucks for International Harvester Company!  
 
But I can assure you 100%, that the CSS… 
 
Is NOT like any kind of “selling” you’ve ever thought about, or 
been taught before… 
 
Because while most “selling” is designed to manipulate 
someone into doing something they may not even want to do… 
 

The Counselor Selling Strategy...is the complete 
opposite…  

 
It is instead, designed to provide honest to goodness 
VALUE… to the person you’re speaking to  
 
See, I took that job selling trucks because I needed the 
money… 
 
And at the time I didn’t know the first thing about “selling” 
 
But I knew one thing for sure… 
 
Even though as a single mom, with a toddler at home, I 
desperately needed money… 
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I was NEVER ever going to compromise my ethics or values in 
order to make a sale…  
 
But because that was just the way things worked back then… 
 
People told me I would never succeed, unless I used the 
“traditional” sales methods…  
 
High pressure… 
 
Fake deadlines… 
 
And in some cases, just flat out LYING… 
 
Anything to make the sale… 
 
But because there was no chance I was willing to do any of 
these things just to make a quick buck…  
 
 

I was forced to find a way that was…DIFFERENT 
 
 
After some trial and error, I quickly discovered the importance 
of being an advocate for our clients…  
 
And helping clients identify and prioritize what is most important 
to them.  
 
To engage them and build trust, before asking for the sale…  
 
And before long, this counterintuitive strategy, made me the top 
salesperson in the company…  
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Fast forward several years later… 
 
After finishing my grad program, achieving my dream of 
becoming a therapist… and opening my own private practice…  
 
I couldn’t accept insurance, so I knew I had to get private 
pay clients 
 
And I remembered this strategy I had discovered way back 
then…  
 
And decided to see if I could use it to get therapy clients too…  
 
Did it work? 
 
You bet it did…  
 
Not only did it fill my book with 24 private pay clients within the 
first 90 days…  
 
But it has been responsible for filling my book with 80-90% 
private pay clients for the past 24 years…  
 
Not only that, it has grown the practices of thousands of my 
students and coaching clients… 
 
Filling their books with private pay clients…  
 
So, I guess you could say - 
 
When used correctly, this strategy is powerful and effective.  
 
Ready for it?  
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Great - Let’s get started!  
 
The Counselor Selling Strategy works so well because it 
helps your clients: 
 

● Identify Their Goals, Needs, Desires, And Problems  
 

● See Them As Attainable And Achievable  
 

● Feel Validated By You  
 

● Reach Out For Help  
 

● Choose The Best Person To Help Them (hopefully that’s 
YOU!)  
 

 

Here Is A Sample Script Showing The 
Counselor Selling Strategy In Action: 

 
Identify Their Goals, Needs, Desires, And Problems 

 
Client: “Hello, I’m looking for a counselor. Do you take my 
insurance? 
 
You: “I’d be glad to help you with that. First, please give me a 
brief idea of what you are looking for in counseling so I’m sure 
that I am the right person for you.” 
 
Client: “I’ve been really anxious lately. I’m getting panic attacks 
almost every day and now I’m noticing that it’s getting harder 
and harder to leave the house.” 
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Feel Validated By You 
 
You: “So it sounds like your anxiety is really starting to get in 
the way of your day-to-day and interfere with your life” 
 
Client: “Yes, and it’s scaring me. I don’t want to become one of 
those people that can’t go anywhere” 
 
 

See Them As Attainable And Achievable 
 
You: “What would it mean to you if you were able to get this 
anxiety under control? How would it make a difference in your 
life?” 
 
Client:  “I wouldn’t be so scared of losing my job and I could 
get back to the old me” 
 
 

Feel Validated By You 
 
You: “So it sounds like you need to find a way to get from point 
A to point B” 
 
Client:  “Yes” 
 

Reach Out For Help 
 
You: “I often help people with anxiety get back their lives and 
better manage their symptoms. Treating anxiety is one of my 
areas of expertise. Would you like me to help you?” 
 
Client:  “Yes” 
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You: “I am generally in on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. What is 
your schedule like on those days?” 
 
----------- 
 
Now, as you’ll notice, quite a few things have happened here 
in a very brief conversation…  
 
You have already allowed the client to prioritize his needs (he 
needs help with anxiety and panic); to see this is the most 
important thing.  
 
You have already invested time in him...  
 
He has already invested time in you…  
 
He has already told you what he needs…  
 
You have already told him that he is your ideal client…  
 
(obviously you only want to tell him this if he IS, in fact, your 
ideal client - but of course you already knew that ☺ )...  
  
From there, the client may ask questions about insurance and 
payment.  
 
At that point, you have already established the beginnings of a 
relationship with the clients...  
 
He has already shared his biggest problem and fears...  
 
He has already shared his hope to make things better...  
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And most importantly, he has already told you he wants help 
and he wants you to help him. 
 
All from this one single conversation! 
 

Can you see how much more beneficial this is to 
both the client and you? 

 
It’s a win/win for both of you… 
 
If it’s a fit - great! If not, that’s perfectly ok too…  
 
You don’t have to (and shouldn’t want to) take every client who 
calls you…  
 
By using the CSS, you get to the heart of the person’s goals 
first, and can decide together if it seems like a fit…  
 
This one single strategy has the power to completely transform 
your practice…  
 
But it will only work for you if you actually use it… 
 
Don’t hesitate - Use it on your very next call with a 
potential client…  
 
And I can guarantee your next conversation about insurance 
and money will be MUCH different than usual…  
 
A night and day difference is what you should see… than if the 
same client had called and the first thing addressed was:  
 

“Do you take my insurance?” 
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Using the Counselor-Selling Strategy will help your potential 
clients identify their needs and how life would be different if 
those needs were met.  
 
It helps them talk about this apart from money. 
 
In the end, the client may be determined to use his insurance 
benefits, or he may honestly not be able to pay out-of-pocket.  
 
You may be able to help the client by offering an out-of-network 
option if one exists in his insurance plan.  
 
Look how easy it is: 

 
 
 
But… wait...  what happens if If the client cannot or will not 
choose to pay out-of-pocket?  
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That’s ok too.  I just give him a couple of good referrals, and 
wish him the best.  
 
When I do that, as strange as it sounds… 
 
I almost always either hear back from that client to set up an 
appointment in the future, or I get word-of-mouth referrals from 
him... because of the credibility and trust I built in that short 
conversation. 
 
Yes - I know - it sounds very strange -  
 
But this is actually how things are SUPPOSED to work - 
 
The things they never taught you in grad school… 
 
The things many closed-minded and indoctrinated therapists 
will tell you are taboo…  
 
SHOCKING FACT: You are supposed to have choices when it 
comes to who you see in your practice. After all - it is YOUR 
PRACTICE! 
 

 
 
Why is this so important?  
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Because the more client inquiries and referrals you have 
coming in…  
 
The more control you have over who you choose to see, and 
who you choose not to see. 
 
This is the definition of FREEDOM in private practice… 
and…  
 
You’ll find that clients you have this conversation with, are 
much more open, and often feel invested already in working 
with you.  
 
Your chance of booking these clients significantly 
increases using this strategy 
 
Ok so… Now you know how to handle this ultra-important client 
conversation…  
 
But there is still one crucial piece of the puzzle you need, in 
order to make this work… 
 
Because, this strategy - as powerful as it is - does not negate 
the fact that… 
 
If you want a private-pay private practice, you need to 
increase the number of people who notice you and reach 
out to you... 
 
Because the more of these conversations you have, the more 
clients you will book... 
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But how do you generate these conversations? 
 
Well, it’s a lot easier than most people in this industry would 
lead you to believe…  
 
But this is still the #1 roadblock for most therapists…  
 
Over the years my trainings on private pay have been viewed 
by thousands of therapists… 
 
Those who put what I show them into action, are getting 
phenomenal results. 
 
I’m talking about people who are now… 
 
✅ Getting more and more referrals from doctors in their area 
 
✅ Gaining almost instant expert status among the people who 
can refer them their IDEAL clients 
 
✅ Getting paid the fees they truly deserve 
 
✅ Finally taking control of their practices and enjoying all the 
amazing freedom and benefits a successful practice provides 
you with 
 
 
But you see, even still -- despite all that success… 
 
I still get A LOT of questions and requests for additional help… 
 
The top 3 questions I get are: 
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1 ⃣ How do I get more private pay client inquiries? 
 
2 ⃣ How do I add more sessions and handle all the "business" 
stuff (without working 24/7 to deliver) 
 
3 ⃣ How do I get enough referrals so I don't have to rely on 
insurance anymore? 
 
And these top 3 questions always lead up to this: 
 
"How can I get more hands-on help from you Deb, to help 

me grow my private pay practice…” 
 
But the problem is… as much as I'd like to help everyone 
individually, there are only 24 hours in a day. 
 
Remember - I still see clients - just like you. And between my 
practice, and spending time with my family  
 
(especially the newest member, our Granddaughter Hadley 
who just turned 1 and a half!)  
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Helping everyone 1-on-1 (even though I love working with 
entrepreneurial therapists who aren’t afraid to take action)... 
 
I'm sure you can imagine - it just isn't possible - 
 

💡 But then, not too long ago, I had... an idea... 💡 
 
And what I decided to do, was to put together a very small 
group of therapists who are serious about wanting to grow… 📈 
 
To leverage my experience with building 6-figure private pay 
practices… 
 
And get together in a small group setting where we’ll implement 
this system into your practice… 😎 
 
I’m not talking about hundreds of people here where you're 
lucky if you ever get any personalized attention or help... 
 
No…we’re going to do this differently… 
 
This is something where you'll have direct access to me, and a 
small group of others who are using this exact process to bring 
in more private pay clients automatically... 
 
Together we will install this exact same client-getting system 
into your practice, so you can start getting more referrals as 
soon as possible… 📈 
 

But first - we need to see if you are a good fit… 
 
I know your time is very valuable, and so is mine…  
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So, in order to make absolutely sure we don’t waste any…  
 
There are a few pre-qualifications you’ll need to meet in order 
to be eligible for this: 
 
 
FIRST: You must already have a practice where you are 
actively seeing clients… 
 
This isn’t for folks who are looking to learn how to set up a 
brand new practice 
 
The focus of this group will be filling your book with private pay 
clients… 
 
It doesn’t cover office space, licensing, or how to get business 
cards printed up 
 
--- 
 
SECOND: You must be an action-taker who is not afraid to do 
things you may not be used to, in order to grow your referral 
base. 
 
As the saying goes:  
 
“Outside your comfort zone is where all the magic 
happens” 
 
You won’t get better results than you’re getting, by doing the 
same thing over and over again…  
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But if you promise to be brave, I can get you the results you’re 
looking for 
 
--- 
 
THIRD:  You must be someone who is not afraid to invest in 
yourself and your practice 
 
Let’s be real here - you invested tens of thousands of dollars in 
your education… 
 
You’ve made the decision to be the boss - the architect of your 
own destiny - by going into private practice…  
 
But unless you have a sustainable, predictable flow of clients 
and client inquiries coming in week after week… 
 
You’ll always feel like you’re just treading water. 
 
But when you have a system in place, bringing in referrals on 
autopilot… 
 
A system that makes it so you never have to worry about 
getting more clients again… 
 
Because you’ll know - the system is working for you - even 
while you sleep! 
 
So now - if you meet these 3 criteria,  
 
And you’re ready to finally grow your practice into the thriving 
and successful business you truly deserve…  
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Then you are eligible to book your free Breakthrough Session, 
so you can start getting more private pay clients as soon as 
possible…  
 
We still have a limited amount of open 7spots for this, but they 
are filling up fast…  
 

Click Here Now To Get Started >> 
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